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Conductor of choir set to retire Harris leaves
Health Center
"lam going to take an early
retirement because I can."
By Monica Lauer
Daily Ste If hter

limmtmi Tsuda / Daily Staff
Dr. Charlene Archibeque, the director of the San lose State University Choraliers, conducts during the Listening Hour Tuesday at the Concert
Hall in the Music building.

Archibeque has taught at SJSU’s School ofMusic since 1970
By Ling-Mei Wong
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In a bla, k silk blouse with her halt
up in French twist, Charlene .1tis hi begue turns her back to the Audience
C,tnducting the 11 voice Cho:
mho. on -Tuesday. she shakes her
bead firmly when a sectMli gets too
loud. When she wants the group
to be louder, she stretches bet in ins
wide, rings spatkling III her hand.
%Vith no baton in hand, she uses het
hands to shape the group’s sound
.r.hibetpie has taught in San lose
State University’s School st Musk
since 1970 and still lie tenting next
.1 great way to spend suit
life." she said.
Archibeque now. works part time
under the faculty emls retirement
program. which can be up to tire
years. This IS .Archilieque1s fifth yea’
in the faculty early retirement program.
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By Monica Lauer

had enough sleep, according to an article from

the McKinley Health Center at the University
of Illinois in 2002.
"We know that caffeine is a stimulant and
a lot of students appreciate that effect. As a
coffee drinker myself, for many of us it gets
us going in the morning and it still make you
more alert," said Steven Harris, former director of the Student Health Center at San Jose
State University.
Emir Vukotic, a junior mechanical engineering niajor. said he drinks a medium cup
of regular coffee at least three times a week
in the morning. He usually spends about 16 a
week on coffee.
lie drinks coffee so he can stay awake and
pay attention in his classes, 1,Sikotic soil.
The Market Cafe sells the most coffee anti
other caffeinated products in the mornings,
and especially on Monday mornings, said Sergio Herrera, a junior electrical engineering
major who works at the Market Cafe.
"Mochas and lanes are the niost popular
coffee drinks that sell," Herrera said.
Caffeine can have some negative effects on
different people, [hills SAM.

Some students turn to caffeine as a late night fix to pull them through an all night
study session, others may seek it ituut as An early morning pick-me-up.
"Usually right before a test I would drink
one cup of coffee and then I would drink one
can of Mountain Dew. That’s the usual ritual,"
said Christina Monis, an alumna with a degree in materials engineering.
Monis said she would drink caffeine
around 11 p.m. when she started to get tired
just before a test so she could stay up and study
all night.
"I felt pretty alert. It would feel like it was
the middle of the day, but I would get tired
around 4 p.m.," Monis said.
Sometimes she notices effects of the caffeine, Monis said.
In terms of effects I would have little hand
shakes, I think that is just sort of me, though,
because I am kind of sensitive to caffeine,"
Monis said.
It’s possible that caffeine can help a person
stay awake and be alert, but it will not improve
performance on an exam if the person has not

see CAFFEINE, page 4

see MUSIC, nage f

,mpleted residency training And is board-certitied in emergency medicine. and said he has been
tivelv engaged in public health and
preventive medicine for the last 10
years Prior to his arrival at SJSU in July
2001 he had held a position as medico,’ , hid of stall at Cal State Los Angels, He also Was .1 staff physician at
Nlaii.ev University Student Health
Center in Palmerston North, New
Zealand.
Inc of the changes Harris implemented Was the conversion of the drop in Appointment method to a same -day
Ind tb .uti,e Appointment method.
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CFA members
voice concerns
about budget
By Kenneth Seli
Daily

Irritet

Differences of opinion splintered
the unity of the meeting of San Jose
State University’s chapter of the
California Faculty Association on
Wednesday
Patricia Evrisige Hill. SJSU professor of history and California Faculty Association state secretary and
chapter president. said the meeting
was .I preliminary forum for all faculty members to voice their concerns

betore they come up with a bargain mg proposal with the state of California.
Hill said the California Faculty
Association represents the majority
of the faculty, staff and library workers on the 23 California State lintversitv campuses.
The event, which had more than
35people in Attendance, covered
such issues as contract agreements
between the state and the faculty,
teacher working . tnditions. student

we FACULTY, page 9

Trippi speaks at Camera 12 in San Jose

Caffeine seen as drug of
choice by some students
Daily Staff Ifiritel

SS’Iyiti the Chi trailer- gut abroad,
tembers develop A hond with nonEnglish speaking audiences by singing in their language, she said.
To make their diction accurate,
the singers must practice frequently
Fliere Ale IN, rehearsals pet Week 1..i
the whole grinip and separate week!,
sestionals, in practices fiir each choir
section.
-She expects a lot . , we meet her
At a 120 percent,- Osborne said.
Ars hibeque joked that the Cho,
rakers is her iibsession, with her giving 200 percent to It.
When she retires. Archibeque
plans to leave the Choralters completely
"It’s just a part of Me that after all
these years. I’m going to have to divorce myself front the Choraliers,"
she said. "Then I’ll realls, really be
retired."
Archibeque said rh.tt it has been

The position of director for the
Student Health Center is vacant Mt
the fourth time in the last five seat,
after Steven Harris. 52, completed his
List day Sept. 30 to enter earls retirement.
Harris was at San Ji use State ’ni versity t’or a little more than a STAT.
"I arn going to take .111 early rouement because I can. I will pr t timid)
go back into public health. Sk1111.41 u.
where I came front and it Is whit 1 re
ally enjoy," Harris said.
Harris his .1 bachelor’s degree in
biology and French front Wislungti iii
University in St. Louisi master., tie
gree in health management from Cal
State IAA Angeles. He alsit has .1 med-

the I Miversity ofTex, \

By Sa a Spivey
tati Writer
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Don I lorkwater Daily Staff
Terry Christensen (right), Political Science Professor at San Jose State University, shares a
light moment Wednesday with a former student, former Howard Dead campaign manager
Joe Trippi. Trippi was at Camera 12 in San Jose discussing the impact of the Internet On political campaigning.
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Pondering the less-than-profound questions in life
miscalculation, someone needs to get these fixed. One attempt
to fix this by a poor soul trying to prevent other women from
seeing her go to the bathroom was to put sheets of toilet paper in the gaps.
Sweatbands
For athletes, sweatbands make sense they
need to wipe sweat off their foreheads when
they don’t have a towel, so they use sweatbands
on their forearms or wrists. Fine.
But for people other than athletes, why do
you wear a sweatband? It seems useless unless
you’re a sweater. I can see it now you stayed
up all night studying for a test that you’re not
the test is handed to
ready for. You quiver
you. Beads of sweat start pouring down relief
at least you have a sweatband.
Phones in class
JENNIFER
It is easy for those who have cell phones (virtually everyone on campus) to forget to turn the
ring on silent. But this is not the question in case. Instead,
people answer their cell phones in class. Imagine the kid in
the back id’ the class. I lis cell phone rings. lie reaches for the
phone to shut it off, or so you think. Instead, you hear him
whispering, "I ley man, what’s up? No, I’m in class. Why did

College is a time in a person’s life when they learn about
themselves, about others and about how the world works.
But four years after my first class at San Jose State University’, there are so many questions that are still unanswered.
These are not the questions that many ponder, such as,
"Where will I be 10 years from now? What is the meaning of
life? What will I look like when I’m 40?"
No, the questions that 1 have Are the really profound ones
about...
Bathrooms
have three questions that have never been answered about
bathrooms, bathroom etiquette and bathroom stalls.
No. I. Is it OK to use the handicapped stall if you do
not have a handicap? Trying to justify the use of the stall for
many years, I’ve theorized that, indeed, it is OK to use these
bathrooms if there is not someone in the bathroom with a
handicap. These bathrooms are really a pleasure to use a
lot of room, always toilet paper, and always place to hang a
backpack. Nonetheless, it’s still a confusing topic.
No. 2: I low can men still use urinals without stalls? The
notion of guys whipping it out in front of one another seems
out of date, almost medieval. Where is the privacy?
No. 3: Why do some bathrooms at SJSU have two-inch
gaps between the stalls and the walls? Whether or not it was a

Letter: Low turnout shows students not interested in football
Dear editor,
Congratulations to the Spartan
Daily for its groundbreaking coverage
of the Rice University football game.
For the first time in history, more words
were written on a sporting event than
there were spectators in the stands.
Given the present dispute over whether to stay in Division I -A, however, the
Daily should have noted the number of
student, who were present, or more to
the point, absent in the crowd of 4,093.
The costs of playing Division I-

A football, including the 8500,000
recently squandered on the Morgan
State debacle, come out of the pockets
of every member of the student body. It
is worth knowing if the number not interested enough to pick up a free ticket
represents 99 percent, 98 percent isr 97
percent of the students.
Might I also suggest that coach Fitz
fill curb his religious enthusiasm when
speaking to the press in his oftitial capacity’. There are thousands of people
on campus, whose money goes to pay
his salary, who are atheists, awls ,stics

and members of minority faiths, such as
Islam, I linduism, Judaism, Buddhism,
Sikhism, Bahal and others. Indeed, I
venture to say that many in the majority Christian population might find
what he said inappropriate. Mr. Dill
may well have fiirgotten himself in the
thrill of the moment, but I hope that in
the future he shows a bit more multicultural sensitivity.
lonathan Roth
Associate Pretreirs,
/hooey Department

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaily0casa.sjscaedu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TODAY
School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the Gallery Office at
924-4330.
Career Center
Representatives it’ sin GameStop will be recruiting
for retail positions from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. outside
of the Building F. A job fair success workshop will
take place from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Building
F. A current resume, Tower Card and Career Center
membership are required. For more information, call
924-6031.
Study Abroad Office
The "Study Abroad Fair" will take place from 10 a.M.
to 2 p.m. in Paseo de Cesar Chavez. The fair will
provide inhumation about opportunities to study,
work and volunteer abroad. An informational meeting
will take place at noon in the Pacheco room in the
Student linion. Learn about the last chance to apply
for spring 2005 programs. For more information, call
924-5931.
Catholic Campus Ministry
A daily mass will take place at 12:10 p.m.
Confirmation classes will take place from 6 p.m. to
7 p.m. The "Bible and Thu" will take place from
7 p.m. to 5 p.m. The Alpha Omega Student
Fellowship will meet at 8 p.m. All events will take
place in the Catholic Caitlin’s Ministry. For more
inhumation, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
School of Music
"The Listening flour" concert series featuring a
Vibraphone Concert with Stefon !laths will take
place froni 12:30 p.m. to 1:20 p.m. in the Music
Building Concert I lall. For more information. call the
Music Office at 924-4671.
Student 11.ife and Leadership
The "Leadership I! NVorkshcp Series" will take place
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Ohlone room in the
Student l ’Mon. Stop by Student Life and Leadership
to till s ail a registration form. For more intisrmation,
in 424 i9511.
Feminist Nlait miry 1,eadership Alliance
A general imeting will take place from 5 p.m. to
6:10 p.m. 5,n the Montalvo room in the Student
!won. For more inhumation, s all 924-6500.
The Entrepreneurial Society
A cream -as workshop featuring speaker Mitchell
I ,evy,
tat kering and ream ity expert, will take

place from 6:15 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Library, room 225B. For more
information, call Koty I.in at (415)260-6068.
Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
A Bible study will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room in the Student Union. For more
infomiation, call Chantra Chao at 472-2465.
Black Alliance of Scientists and Engineers
A general meeting will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Ohlone room in the Student Union. For more
information, call 644-0572
Master of Science in Accountancy Program
"Meet your colleagues and future colleagues night"
will take place from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at South First
Billiards. The event will he hosted by the California
Society of Certified Public Accountants. Students get
in Mr $5. For more information, call Valerie Bishop at
983-1122.
Campus Crusade for Christ
"Nightlife," a time for worship, prayer, fellowship
anti hearing the word will take place at 8 p.m. at the
Spartan Memorial. For more information, call Mark
Depiiid 421-9281.
Phi ( ;amnia Delta
A is.
Texas I lold ’Ent tournament will take
place at 10 p.m. at the chapter house located at
567 Eighth St. For more information, call 293- 3454.

you call me right now? OK. I’ll call you back." So, why did he
answer the phone? Ever hear of voicemail?
Hot......
After working AS a server in a restaurant for six years, there
are many quirky and unexplainable things that
people do and want. But one stands out: Why
do people order hot water to drink?
Several theories have been hashed out the
guest is too cheap to order a real drink, the person has no taste buds or the person has brought
their own tea bag.
Whatever the case, it is still one of those
questions that I need to answer before graduating college.
Tip*
Waiters make their livings off tips, and for
the
most part, it is widely accepted that 15 perMCLAIN
cent is the standard. But what about tips for
coffee workers, manicurists, pedicurists, hair
stylists, cable installers, cab drivers or sandwich makers? Since
there is not a widely known rule, should we assume that 15 percent is the norm across the board?
Perking lots
Surely, anyone who drives to SJSU and has to park hates

even thinking about parking lots, but considering there is almost always parking at the top levels, why do people drive so
slow in the parking lots looking for a space when it is guaranteed there will be spaces on the top level? For those who
drive around the lower levels looking for a space, are you trying to save time? Are you testing your luck? Are you afraid of
heights? For the sake of all us trying to get around you, tell us
what you are thinking.
VSO’s president
For almost two years, this institution has worked without
a president. Yes, there has been an interim president, acting
president, and now another interim president. But do we even
need a president? Obviously, SJSU has tUnctioned without
one. Why go through the search process one more time?
Instead, the higher-ups in administration should just pull
together, develop ideas, execute them and forget about having
us look for another president.
Please, if you have any information about the above, share
the knowledge.

Jennifer McLain is the Spartan Daily executive editor
"Oxymoron" appear, every Thursday.
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Gross, grosser, grotesque
a repulsive tour of SJSU
Gross! She spit on the sidewalk!
Your mother is not enrolled in this class. Clean up after yourI was on my way to class a few days ago, casually looking at self"
the people walking toward me, when I saw one of them spit.
While I would like to see such signs around here, I fear
As I got closer to the spot. I looked down. She had been they wouldn’t have any vakie. The people who would get the
walking near the edge of the sidewalk, so I hoped she had spit message already got the message and dio take care admir own
onto the grass. Nope, there it was a splotch of saliva where
trash.
With the other folks, I wonder: Do they intentionally
anyone might step in it.
I don’t want to single out that one person, although I Ant chemise to let someone else be responsible for their rilesse,..’r
to
reluctant
to
use
the
used
not
word lady") is it actual thoughtlessness that causes then, is, lease salidS- bar
seeing a gal (I am
spit.
wrappers and the like in A slA,r1,in rather than sarry them no
I also hate it when I see guys spit. I was about 13 when I the nearest garbage can?
Do these people ever think about how andecided that habit was disgusting and stopped
doing it myself, so I am dismayed whenever 1
noying it is tor others when their used paper
towels wind up on the restroom floor next to a
see adults treat it like acceptable behavior.
garbage call, Or lloW disglistilig it is when they
At least I saw that spit on the ground and
don’t bother us flush, or how unbelievably recould avoid it. I don’t want to think about how
pulsive it is when they leave the toilet seat
often I have unwittingly stepped in someone’s spit or something worse. I do know,
covered in urine
however, that it’s best to keep one eye on the
Maybe they do think about these things, yet
ground wherever you walk.
somehow get amusement from their infantile
behavior.
It’s frustrating how filthy parts of San Jose
State I inaversity are.
I’m not a germopholw. Nonetheless, there
are good reasons to Wolt1 kertain restroom,
When I walk into classrooms, it no
longer surprises me to see bottles or food
around here like the plague -- s,r +Wile other
wrappers on the floor and on windowsills.
communicable disease.
RON PANG RAC
It’s all too easy to find gum stuck under
Ss .me reek so much that I have to breathe
a desk.
Om nigh my mouth it 1 dont Want to gag OtIl
sp.t,
the
see
loose
of
papers, including pages
I frequently
el,. are so repugnant In mid morning that I’ll only me the.
tan Daily, lying along walkways or in the parking garages.
bottom of my shoe tot,,,, I, the flush handle -- hey, it alThere are garbage cans around campus, ins Wing new bins ready covered in spit an al L ord-knows-what. That would he
that allow people to separate bottles Or recyclable paper from easy enough to do if I had dared Ilse the t..alet, Nit it s Mtn II
straight trash. Too many people, however, seem oblivious tit harder when Tin trying to rem h the hest high hatidle of a
their presence.
urinal.
As a parent. I want to yell, "Were you people raised in a
(hice a restmorn us int my list, I will even go to another
barn?"
building to avoid it.
A year ago. I left my pd. to attend S.’S! null time There me
Instead, I just get frustrated and wonder what it takes to
get people to clean up after themselves.
Oust many things I trilw abolit the "motet., workadas cs, srld,
I know this problem isn’t unique to SJSI I. It’s easy to spot but t lean restroonls are high on the list.
slobs almost anywhere you look --- in
the (non)efforts
While I an, here, lloWeVer. I will be gratettil t’ sr the ’II.
dtiwntown San Jose, alongside the freeway, on the floor of any Maid trews. Evers night, they come in and Iran up "them
movie th
. And sure, matters are oftentimes worse elsepeople’s trap.
where, but that doesn’t make it any less bothersome here.
I think they deserve A hAlld t’ .r ’Making this place More
Two weeks ago, the Associated Students Board of Dire, - bearable.
Actually. I think tires deserve a hand in another was a,
tors appnwed a COMMittee to promote campus pride..-\.S.
garbage in a
President Rachel Greathouse said the committee is develop- Well Next nine voll’re about to lease
ing plans, both short- and long-term, tiir the Spartan Pride rot,m, put ft,rth a luithes,,mss,11,11I1.511, ati.rt and lake it to a
trash All.
Campaign.
I hope the campaign. in part, gets down to basics en
couraging people yid)) their share to keep the campus hiciking

I’

FRIDAY
Schoid of Art anti Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more inhumation, call the Gallery Office at
924-4130.

nicelne of the first college classrooms I ever went into had a
sign prominently displayed in at least three places that sod,

THOUGHT CRIMES

Hon Pangni. us a Spartan I holv produamn
’Reloading’ appears 1103 Thumlat

KONSTANTIN ABADJIEV
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Career Center
A Mb fair so, c es. W..rkSliop Will take place Itotli
10:30 a.m. to 4:10 p.m. in Building F. A current
resume. Tow et Card and Career Center membership
are required. For noire inhumation, call Jill Perez at
924-6055.

, S%‘’3.

Catholic Campus Ministry
A daily mass Will lake place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholii Catnpus Nlinistry C’hapel. For more
intimmation, call Father Mike Carson at 938- 1610.
Phi Gamma Delta
A presidential debate party will take place at 5:30
p.m. at the chapter house located at 567 Eighth St
Refreshments will be served. For more informatp.n.
call 29 1454.
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Above: Charlene Archibeque, the director of the San Jose State University Choraliers, conducts during a practice held at the Concert Hall in
the Music building.
Far Right: Clem Cano, a member of San lose State University Choraliers,
sings solo for "City Called Heaven" during the listening Hour Tuesday
at the Concert Hall in the Music building.

MUSIC I Demanding career ’worth it
conitnuedfrom page 1
Jiallenging and interesting working with the Choraliers.
She said she does not know about
the future of the Choraliers
"I’m not sure I want to know," Archibeque said.
Osborne said the Choraliers was
labor of love for Archtso much
beque that it will probably die after
she leaves.
Archibeque will still be busy Ater
retirement.
She will guest conduct. have workshops and be a scholar in resideme. or
guest lecturer, at Azusa Pacific University.
Archibeque is a choral clinician, a
job that entails working with a choir
to improve its presentationssound,
diction. understanding 111 ihr

hringsti4 it, songs it life. she said
riI.
"Many Amps .iiine to
’Mgt’rihave Me work wit!,
singers. of invite me to g T4
,11001, Anil work With thrIII." .t, hi
heiliie said
She alsii looks torwatd rii no c.
with lie: husband .ittet lie retires ii.
the toed’. ii tield
el to
Archibeque want, .
Wartll

.

uti.itsrs

.11, I.

Charlene Archibeque, the director of the San Jose State
University Choraliers, has taught in the music department since 1970 and will be retiring next April.

I

(;reece. she said
.IfeCt.
Despite the demandArchibeque said it was is, oil] it.
"You forget other things and.
share beautv," she said
Arc lubeque and the Chorahers can
be heard At their se,is HI debut concert at X pan Fridai at Resurrection
Church in Sunnyvale.
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CAFFEINE I Found in candy, coffee, soda and medicine

Book it ...

continued.livm page 1
The withdrawal phenomenon is
one of the negatives of caffeine. Harris said.
Anyone who is a significant coffee drinker is aware of the dependence
that can develop, Harris said.
"It is a drug that creates physical
and psychological dependence," said
Harris. "So when you withdraw from
it you go through a physical withdrawal as well as a psychological withdrawal, just like you would from other
drugs," Harris said.
Caffeine has a stimulant effect for
some people that can increase blood
pressure or heart rate. Harris said.
People who sutler from panic attacks may get a more pronounced effect from caffeine, Harris said.
it can cause a lot of psychological
side effects. More anxiety, nervousness, palpitations. nausea, vomiting
and it can actually mimic -s panic attack. So those are maybe people who
shouldn’t take caffeine," he said.
A six -ounce cup of medium
strength brewed cotree is around 100
milligrams of caffeine. The caffeine
content can vary from 60 to 100 milligrams in coffee. Darker roast coffees
that are really rich can contain double
the caffeine content, Harris said.
Decal coffee contains about three
milligrams of caffeine.
The average adult consume, about
200 milligrams of caffeine a day, according to the International Food Information Council’, 1Veb site.
"There is no real site (amount of
caffeine) because there is no real proven harm," HMI’S said.
"For most people ... around 200
milligrams of caffeine will start to
bring on positive or negative effects."
he said.
Some students don’t consume caffeine at all, such as Myriam Gonzalez.
an undeclared sophomore.
"I never have caffeine. It doesn’t do
anything I. .r me," She said.
Jonathan Roth, .1 junior liberal
studies major, said he gave up soda a
long time ago because he doesn’t go
for the rush it it anymore and he is
more concerned about his health.
The N1arket Cat, and the Student
Union Cafeteria sell sat teinated beverages such as Pepsi,
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SPORTS
A-Rod’s 12th-inning double ties up ALDS series with Twins
OCTOBER 7, 2004

Associated Press
NEW YORK
The New York
Yankees waited all season for that
huge hit from Alex Rodriguez.
Boy, did he deliver just in time.
Rodriguez hit a tying double in the
12th inning, then Derek Jeter dashed
home on Hideki Matsui’s sacrifice fly
and the Yankees bailed out Mariano
Rivera with another improbable post season comeback, beating Minnesota
7-6 Wednesday night to even their
series at a game apiece.
The Yankees responded with
a championship -caliber rally after
falling behind in the 12th on Toni
Hunter’s home run.
Corey Koskie keyed an eighth -inning rally with a tying double against
Rivera, who blew a save in the post Season for only the third time in 33
chances.
Game 3 in the best -of-five AL series will be Friday night at the Metro dome, with Kevin Brown starting for
the Yankees against Carlos Silva.
Jeter, Rodriguez and Gary Sheffield homered earlier in this game,
and it went to extra innings tied at 5.
It stayed that way until Hunter coil
nected on the 49th pitch from reliever
Tannin Sturtze, who had worked 22
3 hitless innings to that point.
But Joe Nathan was running rim
of gas, too. The Twins closer had

made 43 straight appearances without going more than one inning, but
manager Ron Gardenhire sent him
out for a season-high third inning in
hopes of finishing it.
After a strike, Nathan walked
Miguel Cairo and Jeter on eight
straight pitches with one out in the
12th, bringing up Rodriguez, who
struggled in clutch situations for most
of his first season with the Yankees.
He’s changing all that in October. A-Rod hit a ground-rule double
to left -center on Nathan’s 49th pitch,
tying the score at 6 with his fourth hit
of the game. It gave him three RBIs
in the game, and made him 6-for-10
in the series.
Sheffield was intentionally walked
before J.C. Romero replaced Nathan.
With the outfield drawn-in, Matsui hit a liner directly at right fielder
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Jacque Jones that appeared to he too
shallow to score Jeter from third.
But Jeter took off tin the plate, and
Jones’ throw didn’t have much on it.
First baseman Matthew LeCroy, who
entered as a pinch -hitter in the 10th,
relayed the ball to the plate, but Jeter
slid in safely.
Paul (..).yantrill got one out in the
12th for the win, retiring rookie Jason
Kubel with two on.
Jeter led off with a long hall, and
Sheffield and Rodriguez hit their first
postseason homers in pinstripes to
help the Yankees build a 5-3 lead after seven innings.
With two All -Stars in Toni Gordon and Rivera at the back of the
bullpen, that Was supposed to be the
Yankees fixilproof tirrmula for playoff success. But they couldn’t put this
one away.

The Twins tied it at 5 in the
eighth, rallying against Gordon and
Rivera. Jones reached on a wild pitch
after striking out, and Hunter singled.
That was as long as manager Joe
Torre could wait to go to Rivera,
who had been 12 -for -12 in postseason save chances at Yankee Stadium.
But he gave up a blimp RBI single to
Justin Morneati, cutting it to 5-4 and
leaving runners at the corners.
Koskie then came through with
an outstanding at -hat, fighting his
way back from an 11-2 count. Choking wAy up on the handle just like DiAmonribar ks slugger Luis Gonzalez
did tourist Rivera in Game 7 of the
2011 \ Vali’ Series, Koskie sliced A 32 it. ii ntl) the left -field corner fir
double, tying the score at 5.
Koskie’s ball bounced into the

stands, perhaps costing the Twins the
go-ahead run. Pinch -runner Luis Rivas was running on the pitch.
Rivera recovered to strike out
Kubel and retire Cristian Guzman on
a comebacker, stranding the potential
go-ahead run at third.
One night after getting shut out
by Johan Santana and two relievers,
the Yankees hit three homers off Brad
Radke one each from the top three
hatters in the lineup.
Rodriguez added An RBI single in
the seventh to make it 5-3, snapping
New York’s
postseason skid
with runners in scot-nig position since
Jeter’s seventh -inning RBI single in
Game 5 of the 2003 Vorld Series.
Jon I.ieher pitched ri 2 1 solid in
in his first ...ricer postseason
start, lie left with a 4-3 lead and
jogged off the Mould to .1 ,tanding

I

11 !II

ovation.
RliI
After MorriegOs
double in the first, icier hit Radke’s
third pitch into the empty black section beyond the center -field fence for
his 14th career postseason home run.
That ended another punchless
they had
string fur the Yankees
olive postsea
been shut out in
son games tot the titst time in Iran
chise histor, dating to Josh Beckett’s
gem in Game I, of the 2003 World
Series for Florida
Jeter pipped out of the dugout
for A Clinditi All, 1111 the teistv Twins
went right hack Alrei.I
lin us ilk from I.i
Koskie dress
scored
eber leading ott the
un NItchael I. ill uriouigIr’ I lents
tls
Blanco poked a ..11.11h.ev
nialung it
down the right tirlii
1- I.
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Club Puck hosts
Pacific Coast
Championships
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Photos by Megan Kung /
Daily Staff
Left: Andrea Shephard, a Club
Puck member, tells other players
to get ready for practice Sunday
afternoon at the Aquatic Center.

IP’he."114,

Below: Underwater hockey players battle for the puck in a men’s
tournament Sept. 26, 2004. Players
must handle three -pound pucks
with sticks that are about a foot
long.

s

San Jose borne to largest underwater hockey dub in
nation, comprised of50 men and women
By Sara Spivey
Daily Stall Writer
Thirteen underwater hockey clubs
from cities such as San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Seattle, San Diego, Montreal and Vancouver will travel to San
Jose to c pete in the Pacific Coast
Championships Friday through Sunday at San Jose State University’s
Aquatic Center.
Club Puck, SJSU’s resident coed
underwater hockey club, whit It has
practiced And scri llll Raged At the
Aquatic Center since 1997, will host
the championships along with the
San Francisco Seals.
"What’s neat about the tournament is that they have underwater
cameras," said John Eicher, a club
member. "In order to really see the
game, you’ve got to go underwater."
a spectator viewing underwater

hockey from the stands, it may seem
like a tangle of legs, tins and bodies
everywhere. There is, however, a lot
ot organized activity going on under
the surface.
"With the underwater cameras ...
it gets very exciting and you call 6,1 low (the game)," lichen Ch ad said.
Members of Club Puck compete
in national and international tournaments, said Kendall Hanks, the underwater hockey national director
and club member.
"We average tour or five tournaments a year," he said.
Ranks and other Club Puck players have been members of Team
USA, which has won several gold
medals at the I lnderwater I lock),
World Champ
hips, club member
Randall Curtis said.
It is the largest underwater hockey
club in the I lnited States, with about

SO male and female members,

ages

ranging tiont 12 to SO, club member

Yuri Illuynh said.
"It’s a fin toed sport," said club
member Andrea Shephard. "The
women can keep up with the guys
and hold their own.
There are about 12 married couples on the team, including Shephard
And het husband.
She said Although the game is
fast paced, the Water element slows
it down a little to allow the women
to compete.
"There’s some women who’ve
been playing for a while that are a lot
better than men in the pool," Shephard said.
She said injuries on the teilITI are
LOC and the lack of stress on her
PUCK. page

Above: Men’s and women’s teams surface
before diving down again during practice
on Sunday, Sept. 26 at the Aquatic Center.
Club Puck meets every Sunday, Tuesday
and Thursday, and is open to anyone who
wants to join.
Right: An underwater hockey player kicks
up water during practice Sunday afternoon at the Aquatic Center.

Above: Underwater hockey players race for the puck in a men’s tournament Sept. 26 at the Aquatic Center.
Players from around the country came to San Jose to compete. "It’s given me friends all around the world,"
said Gregory Appling, national director of underwater hockey.
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BREAKIN’ ALL THE RULES 19.99 DVD

..3.=e21.1.9111111"."
GOOD
CHARLOTTE
LIVE IN BRIXTON

999
DVD

ALADDIN
SPECIAL
EDITION

1999

OVO

’SMIRKER
eu

1999

DVD

THE
SMAWSHANS
REDEMPTION
SPECIAL EDITION

99

ovo

SAVED,

1999

DVD

ONLINE PRICES MAY VARY KEG. PRICE IS WHITE STICKER PRICE SOME SALE PRICING ENDS 10/12/04

Not sure what they like? Get them &Tower Records Gift Card.

SAN FRANCISCO S 3205 20th Ave 2nd Fl \ Market & Noe S Columbus & Bet
SAN JOSE \ EMERYVILLE \ CAMPBELL \ LARKSPUR \ DUBLIN
CONCORD MOUNTAIN VIEW \ SONOMA \ HILLSDALE WOW,
I ROO

ASK IOW’ R IStole I or. etions,Hows Phone ()dery

1111111119Tower

.
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Spartans rolling into Washington
After a record -setting performance in its
70-63 win against Rice University, the Spartan football team will trek to Seattle to face
the University of Washington at 12:30 p.m.
on Saturday at Husky Stadium.
SPARTAN FOOTBALL

IN THE

RED ZONE
NOTEBOOK
The Spartans, who have evened their re
cord at 2-2, 1-1 in the Western Athletic Conference, and have faced off against the Huskies eight times beginning with their first
game in 1958, have yet to score a win against
the Huskies.
San Jose State University football coach
Fitz Hill said he is confident the team’s mothin I hwkwatei Daily ’,Litt
mentum will carry it to a win in Washington.
"(Washington is) probably the best 0-4 Joined by San Jose State University corner back Trestin George, Spartan safety Brian
team in the country," Hill said. "We have a Nunez returns an interception 28 yards for the winning score in SJSU’s 70-63 vicgreat challenge ahead of us, but it’s one that tory over Rice University on Saturday.
we look forward to."
Washington, which has been riding a los- ers, the NCAA fifth -ranked quarterback in
Gilbertson said he believes his team still
ing streak, will face a Spartan team that was pass efficiency rating, is expected start against has what it takes to pull out a win against the
able to snatch a fourth-quarter win with an the Huskies.
Spartans.
offensive aerial firestorm.
Rogers, who I fill describes as a "blue col"This is an experienced coaching staff and
Despite facing a team that has yet to see a lar" football player, posted 359 yards passing a really good bunch of people, and this is a rewin this season, Hill said the Spartans are still with five passing touchdowns and one rushing ally great bunch of kids to coach," Clilbertson
wary of their opponents.
touchdown against Rice.
said. Were young and we’re a little beat up
"We have to match their intensity," Hill
!fill said his quarterback was feeling better and what we have is what we have."
said. "We can’t take anything for granted."
after the win against Rice than he did after the
Washington tacked on a 27-13 loss against Spartans 36-13 loss against Southern MethOffensive Proliferation
its PAC -10 rival, Stanford University, at Stan- odist University.
ford Stadium, snapping a six -game winning
"Those natural body endorphins kick in
thc Spartan offense is playing
I lill
streak against the Cardinal.
when you win because you feel better," I lill with ail
emotional high.
Keith Gilbertson, the Washington head said. "(Rogers) has a lot to be proud of"
The
.gaiiist
I. hyls, the Spartans posted 455
coach, said he felt the Spartan threat of offenGilbertson said his team’s recent Achilles
yards ill 1,1.11 ottense, the majority f which
sive ball movement was dangerous.
heel was their ground defense.
t AMC riolli R. iget s’ passe,
"One of the things that is very evident to
"The running game has become a big
Spartan tight end Brian Watje, who scored
us is the way (the Spartans) hung in last week problem against us," Gilbertson said. "We’ve
his first two niiichilowns in an NCAA
when Rice (jumped) up with a sizable lead of been giving up big runs - a lot of big runs."
ii I
14.111a .114.1111kr Rice, recognized the
34 to seven," Gilbertson said, "and they come
Gilbertson said the Spartans have an em"
ill poke,
battling back and complete big balls and hung tional edge from winning against Rice in a threat \
,cot theii backs to the wall and
in there and play and end up really winning high -scoring shootout.
11.0111 heir intensity: Vale said.
the game."
"With that kind of a win and scoring those
Hill said he is looking to avenge a 34-10 kinds of points, (the Spartans) will feel real "The \ led like the% an get a will against us."
Wine
mined
tailback Tyson "Iliompson
loss the Spartans recorded in their last meet- good about themselves and feel emotionally
and %vide visa’t.t, John lir011skard .111t1 kit
ing with Washington in 2002.
ready to win the game," (iilbertson said.
skillern
with
six nitichclown receptions
tli
"A couple years age we went up there, we
!till said 2-2 is where the Spartans wanted
played well for a half and ran out of gas," Hill to be, and a win in Vashington would help against lilt c.
le added th.rt the Spartan ottense’s speed
"This year we look forward to the op- them attain their team goals.
is finally re.nliing its stride.
portunity to play in a big time college envi"This week is a big challenge tor us be
ronment."
"We’re e \ tremely confident: %Vane said.
cause it brings us closer to being bowl eligi
ble," I lill said.
Hill said Spartan quarterback Dale Rog
"We feel like we have the momentum."

it’s a lot offun’

PUCK I

conlinued.from page 6

Watje said the high-scoring performance
of the offense would not be isolated to their
win against Rice.
"We’ll (be) in many high -scoring games,"
Watje said.
I lill said his offense knows what to do to
move the ball and convert on critical downs
with Rogers distributing the ball to different
receivers.
"(Rogers) spread the ball (around) like
jackrabbits," Hill said.
%tie said he feels the Spartan offense is
reaching its potential.
"We’re just using all the (organization) of
our capabilities; Watje said, "making us a dynamic offense."

By Kenneth Seli
Daily Staff Writer

OCTOBER1,2004

Defensive Reloading
MR said he was not concerned with his
defense’s performance against Rice despite
having 63 points scored against them.
"We gave up a lot of points but when our
defense needed to stop them, we stopped
them," Hill said. "That’s what matters."
Linebacker Ezekiel Staples, cornerback Jerrell
I lardy and safety Bobby Godinez, who caught
the game -ending interception against the Owls,
took more than UM snaps against Rice.
Tony Ficklin. Spartan defensive end and
Western Athletic Conference leader in tackles behind the line of scrimmage, said he celebrated the Rice game regaining some of his
energy back.
"I was so tired I went to sleep," said Ficklin, who was involved in 73 plays against the
Owls.
Ficldin said the defense was close to stop
ping Rice many times during their game.
"It wasn’t (that) we weren’t making mis
takes, it’s just that we weren’t making tackles,"
Ficklin said.
’Hie Spartans, who will he playing in the
largest stadium of their 2004 season at Ilusky
Stadium, have failed to win on the road this
season.
Malin said the game against Washington
could go either way,
know if we play hard and play fast, no
body can heat
icklin said. "If Washing
ton plays hard and fast like they know they
can, nobody (can) beat them.
all about
who makes the big plays at the big mo
ments."
Ficklin said even it many expect a Spartan
loss, he and the rest of the defense play as j
team and never let up.
"Coaches can coach pm anti tell you to
be in this spot, but nobody can coach effort,"
Ficklin said. "When we come out we’re going
to come out bucking."

her tii play for 13 years.
joints is what has all,
Underwater hockey is a non -contact, internationally
recognized sport that was started by divers in England in
the 1950s, club member Doug Roth said.
The players use mostly custom made handheld sticks
about one foot long to push or pass a three pound coated lead weight through the water and along the specially
designed pool floor into a metal goal about 10 feet long,
he said.
"The goals are on either side (of the width of the
pool), and the floor is marked with half circles (about 10
feet) long for defensive penalties and edged by one-foothigh walls on hinges," Roth said.
The game is played with a running clock in two 15 minute halves, with a three-minute halftime. Each team
has one timeout per half
"There are 10 players on each side six can play in
the water at a time and there are four subs," Ficher said.
He said that is where the similarities to ice hockey
end.
"It’s more like water polo or soccer," Ficher said.
Players wear a basic diving mask with a nosepiece, a
snorkel, a mouth guard, ear protection in the form of a
water polo cap or wrestling headgear, padded gloves and
tins, Huynh said.
He said the gloves most players wear are gardening
gloves modified with a thick latex coating.
"The coating protects the players from injuries from
a stick or puck and keeps players’ knuckles from scraping
along the bottom of the pool," fluynh said.
To an outsider, the players can look a little funny when
they are all suited up.
"The first time I saw this I thought it was the stupidest thing I’ve ever saw, but after a while you get addicted to it and it becomes a part of your life," club member
Chuck Encarnacion said.
Encarnacion, who has been playing fur three years,
said he still considers himself a beginner.
Many members of Club Puck have been playing for
15 to 20 years, said Ficher. a club member, lie said he has
been playing since 19/18.
"I figure if I stop playing it I’ll probably die," said
Ficher. "It’s the only thing that keeps me young."
Ficher said a sense of camaraderie and sharing something obscure is what makes club members want to keep
playing.
lie said they are always looking for new members, and
they encourage interested people to 11111e OM to the pool
and try underwater hockey.
"It would be great if we could get some student’s participation," said Banks, the underwater hockey national
di rector.
SJS1 I graduate student Aniatiry Heresztyn is the
newest member of the club and recently came out to the
pool for his first scrittiniage.
"I used to watch them play from my room in Joe West
I WI," lie said. "Three years later I decided n, , oifir "In
and try it ... it’s a lot it fun."
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The World’s Largest Computer and Video Game Festival.
Oct. 6-10 at the Bill Graham Civic Center Auditorium in San Francisco.
See the best garners from over 60 countries battle in the finals of a competition that
awards over $2 5 million in cash and prizes worldwide Visit the NVIDIA booth for
spectator passes’ ($5 value) into the Worid (,yher
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free demo;
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games on the latest high-performance PCs featuring NVIDIA GeForce graphics processors. Win
great door prizes including NVIDIA-based graphics cards, T-shirts and more!
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FACULTY’ Members discuss departmentfunding, studentfee increases

continuedfrom page 1

by the absence of a director," Manibo said.
Rascoe said she doesn’t know
why there have been that many directors, but thought it might have
something to do with whom the
position was open to after a director leaves.
"I don’t know why, but it may
have been because we didn’t open
the possibility for someone who is
not a physician to apply," Rascoe
said.
"There are some excellent people that have been in the health care
profession
for
years that could
and would be
good directors,"
she said.
Rascoe said in
this search it is
going to be clear
that it is open
to all candidates
will be reviewed
for hire, even it
they are not a
physician.
"And I believe that is going to make a
difference," Rascoe said.
"Ongoing change is a basic reality of organizational life." Elrod said.
"Over the years we have consistently
focused on supporting staff as they
provide quality service to students.
With that long-term emphasis we
nimbly adjust to short-term changes," he said.
Rascoe described her vision of
the right candidate to till the position of director.
"We need a good strong, solid
administrator, a good leader and
someone who’s dynamic, full of energy and tits into our San Jose State
,iinniunity," Ras, i)e said.

"During my tenure at SJSU, we
had a site survey from the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Care, a national accrediting agency, and were awarded a
full, three-year accreditation with
substantial compliance in all areas,"
Harris said.
The target is to hire a new director by the Spring semester, said
Monica Rascoe, vice president for
student affairs at SJSU.
Two things will happen between
now and the time
another director is
hired, Rascoe said.
"Two
weeks
ago we established
a Student Health
Center transition
team, made up of
the leaders in each
of the areas there,
and I. In about
two weeks I will
be appointing an
interim
medical
director," Rascoe
said.
The transition
team is made up
if Os s ar Battle, health education
coordinator; Roger Elrod, associate director of the Student Health
Center; Felictta, Johnson, laboratory supervisor; Nlaricel %nib, physician; Ruby Phillips. lead registered
nurse; and Rascoe.
The Transition Leadership Team
members declined to comment on
their time working with Harris.
"We have an excellent group of
experienced department heads," Elrod said. "We work in a collaborative fashion, covering the day to day
need, of the health center." he said.
"None of the Student I lealth
Center servi, es will lie impa, ted

"Ongoing change
is a basic reality
of organizational
Roger Elrod,
associate director,
Health Center

Add Flavor to

the party!

continuedfrom page 1
learning conditions, teacher salaries
and cost of living.
Hill said the California Faculty
Association works hard to provide
benefits for all the teachers in the
CSU system and SJSU is an example
of a school where the cost of living
dwarfs the standard CSU salary.
"I think (SJSU) would be an extreme case of CSU imbalance," Hill
said.
Hill said a professor at SJSU and
Cal State Bakersfield may be paid the
same salary, but the high cost of living would make the SJSU professor’s
living quality much poorer than the
professor from Bakersfield.
Sak Onlcvisit, a professor of marketing who is not a member of the
California Faculty Association, said
the union was not catering to faculty
from departments that are more impacted by higher student demand.
Onkvisit, who called the union
"the Communist Faculty Association" at the meeting, said the College
of Business is not properly funded
and the union should be lobbying to
allocate more money for these colleges because the faculty and staff service
more students.
Onkvisit said class sections in impacted majors are often closed and
that he is concerned for students because it may take seven or eight years
for them to graduate from an impacted major.
"The (California Faculty Association) distortion (is that) faculty should be equal." Onlcvisit said.
"(Funding) should be subject to demand and supply."
Onlcvisit said since the Colleges
of Business and Engineering have
the highest demand, market supply
dictates the California Faculty Association should lean toward allevi-

San Jose students, for
a taste of the sweet
life, try our new 1.44ito
Pont Ii hookah tobacco

ating the pressure of from such impacted majors.
Howard W. Combs, the College of Business’ California Faculty
Association representative, said the
union is not doing a good job of listening to every academic department
on campus.
Combs said the College of Business voted "no confidence" in the
California Faculty Association.
Hill said most of the people who
voted from the College of Business
were not involved in the union.
"Most of them
don’t come to our
meetings,"
Hill
said.
One of the
issues Combs is
concerned about
is the institution
of "merit pay.’
which
COMI/s
said provides b.,
noses and raise,
to teachers
get good feedback from their
students and fellow faculty.
"In business,
when you do a
great job you get rewarded,- t ombs
said.
Combs said the number of students in one particular major versus
another should be factored in the es
timation of funds and resource, allocated to a particular department.
"We cannot aftiird to recruit tor
the College of Business)." Combs
said.
"The faculty (members) that are
left have to work extra to/ CoVer the
openings."
I MI said they would have to ,oine
to a common ground between the
dissident voices from the sISI’

ty because they do not want to present unrealistic demands to the state
when it comes time for bargaining.
"It is easier to bring (demands) to
the board when we are not asking for
too much," Hill said.
Jonathan Karpf, a lecturer of anthropology, said historically people
from the business department are detracted to joining the California Faculty Association because the people
who are business leaders are usually
against because they represent labor.
Karpf said any faculty member, regardless of title or
class size, works as
hard as any other
faculty member and
that it is the quality
of education for all
students
"All faculty are
the
same.
One
hour of office hours
for every class that
they teach. The issue they have to deal
with is the quality of
students’ education,
and that crosscuts
all (the) faculty."
Karpf
said
Onicvisit’s accusation id the California Faculty Association being communist TNAS unfounded and judging the merit of teachers
on hoot, like CIA, Sizes trivializes
other teachers* and students’ work.
"thy averaging class size (as A factiq to adilist program funding) it under-111111es All faculty to adequately
help the students.** Kalif said.
"iThe state of California) wants
Ti balanie the budget on the backs of
the poor and the students."
\ nother issue that was touched
upon in The meeting was student tee
I thee AM,.
Kaipt .iid the ti percent tee iti-

"I think (SJSU)
would be an
extreme case of
CSU imbalance."
Patricia Hill,
history professor

ri t:0111 go
WTI
l’irt:Ikars., exotic
rerrinn *rib:ice-cr. and
roc: ITsratar Ws/

crease CSU student, have had to pay
has not opened more class sections or
brought any new faculty to SJSU.
"You are paying more for less:
Karpf said.
Hill said it was unusual that the
California State Students Association was working out a plan to increase student fees and cited the
California Master Plan for Higher Education, which organized the
University of California system, the
California State University system
and the network of California public
community colleges.
"Its sadly ironic," Hill said.
"According to the master plan. the
citizens of California (would support
the public universities and community colleges). We have to convince the
taxpayers all over again."
Rachel Greathouse, president of
Associated Students and vice chair
of internal affairs for the California
State Students Association, said the
plan the California State Student Association put out was meant to iinplement a gradual rise of student fees so
it would not overwhelm students.
"The position of the California
State Students Association always has
been and will continually be that we
don’t want tees to be raised," Greathouse said, "but in the long term tee
policy, is (the state of California) will
raise our tees, we were looking ter a
long-term tee policy."
Hill said the California Faculty
Association represents the entire faculty and that 70 percent of operating tees are taken out of every faculty
members pay.
Combs said the California Faculty Association is not representing his
department’s needs.
They don’t represent me. they
don’t represent the College of Business." Combs said.
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CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
GRAPHIC DESIGNER Position
makes no cfaen for products or Available 18-20 hrs per week
Must be enrolled in SJSU
services advertised below nor
School of Art. Proficient in
is there any guarantee implied
Adobe Illustrator. Photoshop
The classified columns of the
and InDesign on a Macintosh
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are Platform Applications available
not approved or verified by the in the Student Union Administration
Offers 924-6310
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.
Position available Great
Opportunity Phone experience
and computer literate FT/PT
in San Jose Mon Fri & some
SATs Call 510-796-30513 for
more information
ROOMMATE for Parson with
A Disability: Hope Services is
hiring roommates for persons
with developmental disabilities
in San Jose Qualified applicants will have a California
driver s license automobile
insurance a clean DMV record
and a car Professional or
personal experience working
with someone with a disability
is a plus The ability to work
independently exercising
good iudgement and deosoin
mak.;
..,..enfai The
Roommate s major duty is to
be available in the home from
p m to 9 a m Mon Fri
to assist the individual in the
event of an emergency During
these hours the roommate
receives an hourly wage The
roommate pays rent but is
compensated for services pro
tided We are looking for appli
cants who will be roommates to
female clients
We are also looking for
COMPANIONS. Companions
do not live in the client’s home
but work part time providing
daily living skills training for
clients The pay is $12/hour
Please visit our web site at
www hopeservices org to learn
more about HOPE To apply
please call Shideh 14081282 0485
d email her dr, SShahvarian
,vhopeservices org EOE/AA
PSYCH, SPED. MAJORS:
Work yr/developmentally disabled child itly home. 8 mm
from campus after school hrs
$12/hr 408 926-3944
GENERAL HELP: Small
Mattress Store close to SJSU
FT/PT/Flextime Will train
Informal atmosphere Jeans OK
Computer skills a plus Steady
Work Steady Pay Ed 984-4020
Certain advertisements in
’ these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers of addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should tie
reminded that when making
these further contacts. they
Should require complete intro
mat ion before sending money
for goods ix services in addi
bon readers should carefully
investigate all firms offering
employment listings a cou
pons lot discount vacations
or merc han se
10/07/04

EXPERIENCED BARTENDER
Needed e, THE ALMADEN
LOUNGE Sun Mon & Wed
Evenings? 00 PM-? 00 AM
Shift $8/HR Please Call
Nancy a I408i 269-4200
EARN 515-S2S/HOUR
Communications Firm looking
for Motivated People Set your
own hours For more info
I 877 791 7305
INSTRUCTIONAL UFECILIARDS
Part or Full time in San Jose
Flex hours/days Mon -Sat
Call Peter Jacob or Crystal
408-295-0228 Email resume
to iobs rbesba org or Fax 408
275-9858 or US mail to 730
Empey Way San Jose 95128
Must have current lifeguard.
first aid 8 CPR certifications
FITNESS/LANGUAGE/DAME/
SPORTS INSTUCTORS NEEDED
For adult 8 children classes
’mimed openings PT Flex
Hrs $20-25/hr plus bonus’
Need car Fax ran to 408-9714761 or r.all 408-971-4760 to
make appointment

ATTENTION:Sall STUDENTS
PART TIME OPENINGS
HIGH STARTING PAY
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
’Internships possible
All ’rigors may apply
Scholarships awarded
annually
Some conditions apply
’Gain valuable experience in
salesicustomer service
No experience necessary
’Training provided
Earn income & gain e.penence,
CALL 615-t5009 am- 5 pm
VIVAV worsforstudents comisisu
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for Students’
Earn $260 every weekend,
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408 292 7876
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Atterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs P.’T M F 2-6 iSpm
Pay Range $783 $11 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units reg Call Kathy
408 354-8700X245

P/T STUDENT WORK
$1450 to START
No Exp / Will Train
Suds All Majors
Great Resume Exp
FT/PT
START IMMEDIATELY
Cali 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork corn

GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop & kennel PIT. Tues-Sat
Must be reliable honest able
to do physical work Prefer exp
working yr/ dogs but will train
Great oppty for dog lover Can
Fax resume to 408-377-0109
or Call 371-9115

WELCOME SACK SPARTANS1
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby mails
private events & country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun & earn good
money Call 408-867-7275

EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females ages 18 31
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your
body disposes monthly
COMPENSATION 115.000
Call
we Savior,. now
818-832 1494

RECREATION/DAY CARE
Santa Clara Private School
M F 3pm-6pm $10 00/hr Fax
resume to 40e 217.0996
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
Counselors for after school
outreach programs Facilitate
curriculum based activities
Bilingual a plus 10-155r
SIOMr
Visit WWW girlscoutsofscc org
for into Send cover letter & res
Mensa Cidre Girl Scouts of Santa
Clara County 1310 5 Bascom
Ave San Jose CA 95128 of FAX
14081287-8025 Or modrela
girlscoutsofscc org. AA/E0E

LATINO/HISPANIC MEN
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto CA brawls 01
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS
the California Cryobank is
TUTORS WANTED: 7th Grade Prt instructors Elem schools
seeking well of all ethni, ales
T/TH r 10 2 1Oplv $15/hr Minty
Degree/Cred NOT required
for our sperm donor programs
Glen Area Anne 535.6277 )(112
Oppty for teaching eiip Need car
If you are i.urrently attendVU 408.2874170,404 EOliAAE
ing college or hold BA degree
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
you
can earn up to $900,mo
Salary Free Rm & Transport
TEACHERS AIDE: Jr & Sr
receive a free comprehensive
tvww angelaconsulting corn
High Math Santa Clara Private health screening 8 help infertile
Builder
Great Exp & Resume
SCh001 NI -F 9-3 SIO 001hr
couples For more information
Call Peter 301 530-0976
Fax res to 14081 247 0996
Of to apply online please visit
www cryobankdonors corn

DAIIALCIASSIFIED_LnrAI, RATES

SERVICES/
INSTRUCTION

FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN

FREE BOOK on Past Uwe.
Dreams A Soul Travel from
ECKANKAR Call toll -free
recording 1 -877-411 -1800 or
*Yen ecoankar SfO’Freetioi
GLOBAL PHONECARDS
Order Online Save wxtra 15 with coupon ,ode spartan
CHEAPPHONEC ARDS COM

SPORTS/THRILLS
LACROSSE CLUB

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Eflicoo-t E. i.
amber web APA
ESL is a special!,
,
252 1105 Of Evaota,
or %WAY gracenotesemi,

Call 108

$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your .1, ..d.
"
PLUS our free Yr"fundraising solution, EU. t
51000 52000 in edro,.-;
tor your group Call TODAY
tots $450 bonus vo:,- .
schedule your rion,saiiir ’
raiser with CarnpusFoo.:
Contact CampusFundia,
18881 923-3238 or osa
www campusfundraiser

.

SJSU

4t,

RENTAL HOUSING
2 BLKS TO SOSO

LiLkS 1r0in ’,JSU
*WO Water Trash paid
,.;reat Roommate Floor Plan,
’Wall Managed Student Bldg
i’ALL NrW. 408.378-1409

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
HOUSE FOR LEASE Nice
Li ,wfiloinii Sari Jirie non*
EDITING BY PROFESSIONAL
4B0 2BA with yard Lots of
Watier/Editor Term papers
tiiir5,n0 Nice neighborhood 1
theses reports 13 yrs bus.
ro . im SJSU near the buSiness 8 technical amp Accurate
.
iassroomS $2200/m0
A Efficient I also do resumes &
; gardener & garbage
newsletters 409 972-03t9
lee required One year
5..
o ran 408 978.2094

FoisNanam.u./AGEsoi RAMS CAU. 408-924-3277

000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000
Plates: 3-11n minimum

Two
Axe
Few
Three
Days
Days
Days Days
$111
511
$13
ST
e
IWO wawa, St lie soca arialsend era per as
new roseses$2* es* wilarra ibe
One
Day

HA
f ‘nung
.

ERIC FIRST MONTH RENT"
LOWER YOUR RENT NOW"

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

Ad

Nam
MOON

Phase Chick

one classification:
Low eine Fano’ NOVI Hoeflesa

lever
Arnounownwes _ Shined Wow.;
Reel Estate
Cowin Chios
new
SP"091
Sand dIscat or money order N (No Crsdit Cards Accepted) Clholl
newer/esnuty
Ewes
10% ca
20 ocaZoILL illiCeill=0/111:
Wale, Only Cluslese
SeortaThries
vounews
40 conaiwillee *Ma WOO* 30% oil
OM alb MN
50 Obleetalle WNW *Me ass..
insurfinCe
For Sise
Ras Am CA Ora*
Ls* retie wiaW WAS Clete Caw, whealeere
Entertainment
Electronics
0111111011110 deek located en 04101 Ow* HO. Room 209
me Shill eadleell% eiele tee"
Towel
were*
Ommlaw *Oast ato totalalase Wont Pultilialiban
Rea Me WNW Ni no alm chirp up le 25 paws.
Tutoring
Envoy**
M ads an sops10. Ni (Minds an wocood ads
Maws’ veefili may ati WI es WM WINi al a Orrt
Wont Processing
Sales Ni owsooiho prnaoslice dews en%
OPportunnes
ad crow al S3 oat uotd
? (ASISTIONBt CALL most N*4877
Ails
her
Other
parsons
gr_
Narrow.
_discount
pelvaN party ads Ay, IQ
SJSU STUDENT NATE 25% OFF MI 201 from lOwn lo 3ixn STUDENT ID REQUIRED
Ads Zitlo
Owed in parOn
On Siste

Lost & Found ads are offerad tratt as a service to Dia campus community

LOOKING FOR
A ICB
T. PA -TIME

A
1-800-655-3225 or
vow* studentdental corn or
www govienwestdental corn

25

SPARTAN DAIL’i
CLASSIFIEDS
DBH ROOM 209
OFF STUDENT ADS

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
o’ shag.),
- Walk heavdv
11 Atlas abbr
14 Chuck Berry tune
15 Lofty abode
16 Home page addr
17 Plains browsers
t 8 Kiddie lit elephant
19 Mauna
20 Click -on items
22 Freeze over
2 ads I
24 Indy mishap
28 Talks big
29 Proteswr s goal
3f) Tie tacks
32 ’Wax -coated
dheese
- Robust
t:xhausts
39 Handel
contemporary
40 Country hotel
41 Legendary
marshal
42 Mover and shaker
43 Achilles epk.
45 Factual
46 Coles toe
48 Chant
50 Family members
53 Primped
54 Oklahoma town
55 Footwear
57 Part of TNT
58 Quieter
60 Binge
65 Clairvoyance
66 Windy City airport
67 Tiber locale
68 Thing in law
69 Forum *ear
70 Flagpole topper
Cdi

DOWN
short

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
REVUE
0.1.S.H IV.
, D
ARENA
U.S.N.A
0M A R
D.O.NaR
RA -.E
A J.1.1
ADD.()
A
TRIDGES
110.R. T
C.R F
S
TO
L1 1
T.U.L., P
I OT
SK I
H.M.0 S
i 0.A D
S.T F M
YAP
DEAL
CHEAP
TERM
AHA
AEL OAT
AL :A.D D. I .el
o.n.0.0 FR FAD E 91110.D.E
H.O.S.Tilu.L
LADLEN,AI,
i .D.E.S
Dl NO
EDGED
DORY
EASE
SEEDY
4.’3 le

Ave unison Feel.,

3 Come-ons
4 Grande or
Bravo
5 Prom honoree
6 Henry - Lodge
7 Rangy
8 Planets a
rtaXVIS
9 Hamm of soccer
10 Era
11 Lounging
slippers
12 Speckled fish
13 High -live
sounds
21 Pool hall items
23 Tape
24 Lieu
25 Pitcher
Martinez
26 Really stupid
27 They may be
Roman
28 However
30 kind of boom

31 Salad choice
30 Shower liner
36 COMITIOSef
- Copland
37 Dried fruit
38 Zip along
43 - a deal’
44 Urgent
47 Overenthused
one
49 Loch sighting
50 Sigh Of murmur
51 Medical worker
52 Barrettes
53 Minute openings
55 Pirate s booty
56 Greek goddess
59 Discoverer s
shout
61 School org
62 Piece of cloth
63 Annex
64 Needle hole
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Don’t move a muscle ...

OCTOBER 7, 2004

I’d 64

\ dam 110 into ’ 1)ailv Stall
Students work on an exercise in one point perspective for their Representative Drawing class in front
of the San lose State University Event Center Monday afternoon. From left to right they are Yu Cheng,
an animation sophomore, Angel Wang, an animation sophomore, George Wu, an animation sophomore
and Eddie Silva, a studio art junior.

TRIPPI I Politics are not ’pailful’
confinuedfrom page 1
man campaigned from the back of a
train, "Iiippi said.
He spoke about how the history
of technology in p lineal campaigns,
from in -person speeches to television
to the Internet.
Trippi was the national campaign
manager for Dean’s presidential campaign, known for utilizing the Internet for timdraising and organizing
supporters.
"Technology ... can sometimes
change people’s lives more than politics," he said.
Dean’s campaign started out with
432 people and grew to 650,000
through the Internet community.
Trippi said.
"What was more significant was
the number of those people who
didn’t just use the Internet (Mr) email, but used it to (form) a c01111111111ity, to go door to door and use it as
a way to organize in a way we’d never
Wen betiire." Tripp said.
The Internet is waking people up,
he said.
"Too many Americans (think they
can’t) make a difference," Trippi said.
"The Internet (changes that)."
Ile said the Internet enables people to think the; can change anything.
The Internet allows people to, have
comnumal disciissions about what we
need to do As a c’ unity, he said
"You cannot have this much tutor:nation and this much power, in terms
ol being able to communicate with
each other and become active with
ca h other, to not have the American people finally say, ’we’re going to
change things,’" Trippi said.
I’ said government institutions

typically distribute inti it ma .11 from
the top down, but the Internet allows
information to be distributed from
the bottom up, putting tlw power
back into the hands of the American people.
In the Dean campaign, people realized they had the possei to rekirni
and change a political system that is
"busted and broken," he said.
Trippi said the speed at which information is distributed on the Internet also gives people po ’wet, however.

"What was more
sign jficant was the
number of those people
who didn’tjust use the
Internet (for) e-mail,
but used it to (fbrm) a
community..."
Joe Trippi,
political analyst

reefing and very fast." Trippi said.
He said the Internet makes everrine An expert And able to find the
truth because untruths can be easily
confronted.
"(The Internet) is inner democratic and mote correcting than a standard newspaper," lie said.
Tripp’ encouraged students to get
involved iii politics by starting small
groups ot 10 to IS people on campus
to discuss what they want to change.
Ile said when students get involved in politics they will realize
that politics are riot painful.
"It’s contagious," he said. "You’ll
feel good when you make a difference."
Trippi’s discussion at Camera 12
was part of The Commonwealth
Club if Silicon Valley’s Voices of
Return i speaker series, and co-sponsored by the San Jose Downtown
Association.
"Voices of Retnrin is .1 two-year
program ... to speciti, ally look at
govetilliiCill issues in California,"
said ’Fish Nevi-farmer, director for
the (’’’lion’ tivmalth Club Silicon
%%Alley.
"The series (delves) into changes
that need to be made in California
government and how they can be affected," she said.
She said Trippi lit into the series "because what he’s been doing
with the elections has had such an
effect."
Spill Polo!, Al Science Profes-

the Internet so oinetunes has a problem
with credibility.
"How do we sort out what’s true
and test it?" Asked Christensen, who
ono behalf oil
asked questions to o
the audience.
"The (Internet) is verv self - cor

sors Terry t. Inistensen and Larry
Gerstiiii. who wrote the li,mk "Re, all! C.Ijlottii.i’s Polltli..11 Earthquakr," were speakets in die series on
Sept. 22.
Chn.ten,en is on the Statewide
Steering Committee loot the series

Don’t be hairy or scary
Hauoween +rick-or-+rea+,
buy s hair remove(
+rea+men+s se+ 5 free.
50e, off treatments
for NJsU students
Offer good until lit/ iI

Hair removal
Laser treatment
Body and facial treatments

Online Phonecard Super Store
Global Phonecards 15% oil
COUPON
Earn Free Cards
CODF# SPAR"! \
Lowest International Rates

4317
’1585

Stevens (reek Blvd Stote 200
Santa tiara, (A 95051
OOP 350 1213

The 2005 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

Submit lours at

Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

ideasHappen.corn
a dICAttLe. to Will

# 2,5,000.

Requirements
Have an excellent command of the English language
Obtain a bachelor’s degree by July 1, 2005
Be a U S citizen
Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year
n,nitcatIons 0,

Ilerninhat I

2004

San fr4m..., 4I Japan Int...1411nm LaMar

.n
SO f remain Street

Suite tall)

H.n init.) .IPI or small latOlicgist arg

6.

+or

San I rancisco. LA 104105

lel

(415) iton 1411?

Th. application can also as haunt al arum 1.4 nmh (span to

